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OVERVIEW

The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees [UNHCR] has published a landmark treatise to serve as a guide for adjudication of refugee claims made by LGBTI individuals. This treatise, known as Guidelines on International Protection No. 9, states that sexual orientation or identity is a protected category and that persecution based on those factors is grounds for refugee status and protection. This article discusses current violations of this protection in three countries: Uganda, Russia, and Nigeria. I shall first examine the relevant international law, and then review the history and current laws of each country. Finally, there is a comparative discussion of religion’s role in creating each country’s law, as well as within an international context. The discussion considers what these laws portend for the future and looks at the basis for the creation of these laws, which many see as protecting their religious values.

* Ms. Rusnak studied Cultural Anthropology at Duke University as an undergraduate. She received her J.D. from Golden Gate University School of Law in May 2013. Currently, Ms. Rusnak practices immigration law in the United States. Special thanks go to the staff and volunteers at ORAM: Organization for Refuge, Migration & Asylum, where Ms. Rusnak was a legal fellow working in LGBTI refugee rights. For more information on ORAM, see http://www.oraminternational.org/.

I. INTERNATIONAL LAW PROTECTING LGBTI RIGHTS

A. UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE 1951 CONVENTION

Human rights are those to which all human beings are entitled, "simply because she or he is a human being." Most scholars agree that this modern concept of human rights did not exist until after the Holocaust. What is now customary protection of the rights of all human beings, began with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), adopted by the United Nations in 1948. Shortly thereafter, in 1954, the member countries of the United Nations signed the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, followed in 1967 by a Protocol to the Convention which removed geographical and temporal restrictions.

Under the 1951 Convention, States are responsible for protecting the fundamental human rights of their citizens. These rights are to be universally applied, "without discrimination as to race, religion or country of origin . . . sex, age, disability, sexuality, or other prohibited grounds of discrimination." However, these protections are limited; they still do not apply to those who have committed crimes against humanity. Some critics argue that the Convention and Protocol are outdated, especially in the face of new protections provided in the realms


4. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights: History of the Document, UNITED NATIONS, http://www.unhcr.org/4ec262df9.html (last visited Feb. 4, 2014) [hereinafter UDHR]. Because all Member States of the United Nations were party to this convention, every Member State is obliged to follow the requirements of the 1951 Convention. Many of the standards of the 1951 Convention were based on customary international law, which is the long-standing established practice of civilized States. UNHCR 2011, supra note 3, at 1.


7. 1951 Convention, supra note 6, at 3.

8. 1951 Convention, supra note 6, at 4. This includes crimes against humanity, serious non-political crimes, and other acts which are "contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations."
of ethnic violence and gender-based persecution. Today, the refugee law of most countries is governed by this 1951 Convention which sets the standard for modern day asylum and refugee claims.

The countries discussed in this article are Uganda, Russia, and Nigeria; each has been a signatory or acceded to some or all of these agreements. Uganda acceded to the 1951 Convention and Protocol on September 27, 1976, as well as to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights on June 21, 1995. Russia was not a signatory, but eventually acceded to the 1951 Convention on February 2, 1993, and was a signatory to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights on March 18, 1968. Nigeria was not a signatory, but acceded to the 1951 Convention on October 23, 1967, as well as the Protocol in 1968; the nation was not a signatory to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, but eventually acceded on July 29, 1993.

B. THE DEFINITION OF A “REFUGEE”

The 1951 Convention defines a refugee as any person who “owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality, and is unable to, or owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country.” To be eligible for refugee status, and thus resettlement to a safe country, the claimant must be able to show each element of this definition: 1) they were or have a well-founded fear that they will be persecuted; 2) because of one of the protected categories (of which, sexual orientation is now recognized); 3) they are outside the country of...
their nationality; and 4) they are unable to receive protection in their home country.

C. **THE YOGYAKARTA PRINCIPLES**

The first time that the human rights of LGBTI persons were directly brought to the forefront in the context of international law was in 2007. *The Yogyakarta Principles on the Application of International Human Rights Law in Relation to Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity* (Yogyakarta Principles) was authored by a group of LGBTI experts "in response to well-known examples of abuse." Although the Yogyakarta Principles are not binding international law, they were utilized in the creation of Guidelines No. 9 by the United Nations, which forms the basis for the creation of much binding international law. The Yogyakarta Principles are "a universal guide to human rights which affirm binding international legal standards with which all States must comply" with regard to violations of international human rights law experienced by lesbians, gay men, bisexual and transgender people to ensure the universal reach of human rights protections. The Yogyakarta Principles state that:

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. All human rights are universal, interdependent, indivisible and interrelated. Sexual orientation and gender identity are integral to every person’s dignity and humanity and must not be the basis for discrimination or abuse. Many advances have been made toward ensuring that people of all sexual orientations and gender identities can live with the equal dignity and respect to which all persons are entitled . . . Nevertheless, human rights violations targeted toward persons because of their actual or received sexual orientation or gender identity constitute a global and entrenched pattern of serious concern . . . [these Principles developed] a set of international legal principles on the application of international law to human rights violations based

---


15. See Guidelines No. 9, infra note 23, and accompanying text.


on sexual orientation and gender identity to bring greater clarity and coherence to states’ human rights obligations . . . The Yogyakarta Principles address a broad range of human rights standards and their application to issues of sexual orientation and gender identity. The Principles affirm the primary obligation of states to implement human rights. Each Principle is accompanied by detailed recommendations to States.18

In the exact words of the Yogyakarta Principles, “human rights violations targeted toward persons because of their actual or perceived sexual orientation or gender identity constitute a global and entrenched pattern of serious concern.”19 Some of the basic human rights that many LGBTI persons have been denied include the following: equality and non-discrimination, right to life, right to privacy, right to freedom from arbitrary detention, freedom for torture or inhumane treatment, access to medical care, adequate housing, and education.20 Many of these are rights that most people take for granted and assume they have irrespective of their sexual orientation. Yet in many places in the world, as noted below, these rights are being systematically denied, and people are being punished for innate characteristics, based on their sexual orientation. Some of the rationale for these laws is discussed below.

In laying out States’ obligations to protect their citizens from discrimination and violation of their basic human rights based on their sexual orientation and/or gender identity, the Yogyakarta Principles brought to light the plight faced by many LGBTI persons in the world. Further, by putting those violations into an international law setting, which was later used by the UNHCR,21 the Yogyakarta Principles clearly discussed and explained international jurists’ views regarding States’ responsibilities to protect their citizens and not to create laws that further discriminate or harm their citizens predicated on an individual’s basic human characteristics.

D. GUIDELINES ON INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION NO. 9

1. Social Group

In 1979, the United Nations published the *Handbook on Procedures and Criteria for Determining Refugee Status under the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees*, which has since

18. YOGYAKARTA PRINCIPLES, supra note 14, at 6-7.
19. YOGYAKARTA PRINCIPLES, supra note 14, at 6.
20. YOGYAKARTA PRINCIPLES, supra note 14, at 5.
21. See Guidelines No. 9, infra note 23, and accompanying text.
served as a guide to status determination for all practitioners and legal systems working with refugees. In 2012, the United Nations issued the Guidelines on International Protection No. 9 (Guidelines No. 9); which was the ninth in a series of guidelines for application of the original Handbook and was done partially in response to the Yogyakarta Principles. All Guidelines published by the United Nations are intended to act as continuing "legal interpretative guidance for governments, legal practitioners, decision makers and the judiciary, as well as UNHCR staff carrying out refugee status determination under its mandate." This includes Guidelines No. 9 on the protection of sexual orientation and gender identity as a protected social group under the Refugee Convention and Protocol.

Guidelines No. 9 specifically addressed the growing concern and officially recognized sexual orientation as a "social group," thus making a person who is a part of that group, or has been part of that group, or fears persecution because of that association, eligible for refugee status. In Guidelines No. 9, the UNHCR explicitly addresses the ongoing verbal and physical abuse that LGBTI persons suffer in many regions of the world. The Guidelines also recognize that there are many competing factors which make "verifying" the validity of an LGBTI refugee seeker’s claim difficult. The UNHCR goes on to state that, "[a]ll people, including LGBTI individuals, are entitled to enjoy the protection provided for by international human rights law on the basis of equality and non-discrimination." These Guidelines also reiterate what

24. See YOGYAKARTA PRINCIPLES, supra note 14, and accompanying text.
27. Id. at ¶ 2.
28. Id. at ¶ 3-4.
the UNHRC stated earlier in regard to the International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights:30

‘discrimination’ . . . should be understood to imply any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference which is based on any ground such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status, and which has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by all persons, on an equal footing, of all rights and freedoms.31

The Guidelines go on to explain the restrictions on their basic human rights which LGBTI persons may face because of their sexual orientation and/or gender identity;32 this includes inability to find a home, refusal of their family to recognize them, and failure to find stable employment.33

In reference to the 1951 Convention standard for a refugee, the Guidelines explicitly state, “Individuals may be subject to persecution due to their actual or perceived sexual orientation or gender identity.”34 Further, one’s sexual orientation and/or gender identity are “innate and immutable characteristics or as characteristics so fundamental to human dignity that the person should not be compelled to forsake them.”35 Therefore, in Guidelines No. 9, the UNHCR recognizes sexual orientation as a protected category, thus giving LGBTI persons who face or fear persecution based on their sexual orientation, a potential path to escape that persecution.

2. Laws Criminalizing Certain Acts Based on Sexual Orientation

Although not widely known, according to ILGA36 nearly 40% of United Nations members, still criminalize, in some form, same-sex activities.37

33. Id.
34. Guidelines No. 9, supra note 23, at ¶ 41.
35. Guidelines No. 9, supra note 23, at ¶ 47.
36. ILGA is the International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association. ILGA is an “international network of activists that could efficiently respond to homophobic attacks, and to act as an international platform to collectively campaign against the discrimination, and at times persecution, faced by LGBTI people around the world.” See http://ilga.org/ilga/en/article/mwRtYJs1tv.
As of 2012, “homosexual acts” were illegal in seventy-eight countries. Moreover, five countries punished homosexual acts with the death penalty. In Africa alone, 36 countries had laws that criminalized homosexuality.

As to these laws criminalizing same-sex relations, Guidelines No. 9 states that, “the criminalization of same-sex relations can create or contribute to an oppressive atmosphere of intolerance and generate a threat of prosecution for having such relations.” Even where an applicant’s country conditions reports do not prove that such laws are being enforced, “a pervading and generalized climate of homophobia in the country of origin could be evidence indicative that LGBTI persons are nevertheless being persecuted.” The UNHCR thereby recognizes the potential for human rights violations due to such laws. In doing so, the UNHCR deems these laws as potential “persecution,” and thus, a violation of an LGBTI individual’s human rights.

II. UGANDA

A. HISTORY

With the visit of the first British explorer to Uganda in the late 1800s, the English and Christianity began to unite the previously unconnected tribes across the country. Uganda remained part of the British Commonwealth until its independence in 1962. In 1971, Idi Amin began a streak of human rights abuses that ravaged the country until 1986, when the National Resistance Army rebels took power and declared Yoweri Museveni President. Museveni proceeded to reinstate

38. ILGA 2012, supra note 37, at 12.
40. ILGA 2012, supra note 37, at 22.
41. Guidelines No. 9, supra note 23, at ¶ 27.
42. Guidelines No. 9, supra note 23, at ¶ 28.
43. Guidelines No. 9, supra note 23, at ¶ 29.
46. Id.
traditional ethnic kings, created a new constitution, and took the lead against rebels in neighboring countries.48

During that time, Museveni also faced internal armed resistance from the Lord’s Resistance Army and its leader, Joseph Kony.49 This battle led to internal displacement and the death of what is estimated to be hundreds of thousands of children, many of whom had been abducted to be child soldiers or sex slaves.50 This battle is ongoing, despite the surrender in late 2013 of nineteen LRA leaders in Uganda.51

B. CURRENT LAWS AND THE ANTI-HOMOSEXUALITY BILL

In the midst of this internal struggle and the death of many of the country’s youth, the Ugandan government has taken strides to further criminalize homosexuality within its jurisdiction. Already in existence at the time President Museveni took power, Sections 145 through 148 of the Ugandan Penal Code Act of 1950 criminalize same-sex sexual conduct, including consensual acts.52 Section 145 prohibits “unnatural offences,” which are then defined as “carnal knowledge of another person against the order of nature.”53 An offender faces life in prison.54 Section 146 punishes any attempt to commit an “unnatural offense” with a punishment of seven years in prison.55 A person also faces seven years imprisonment for any “act of gross indecency” or “attempt to procure” such an act, whether conducted in public or in private.56 Although there have been challenges to these sections of the penal code,57 no court in Uganda has ever questioned their validity. In addition, there is no record

48. Uganda Profile, supra note 44.
53. Uganda Penal Code, supra note 52, at §145.
54. Uganda Penal Code, supra note 52, at §145.
55. Uganda Penal Code, supra note 52, at §146.
56. Uganda Penal Code, supra note 52, at §148.
of these laws being enforced;\textsuperscript{58} nonetheless, according to the UNHCR that does not mean the laws do not constitute persecution against LGBTI persons.\textsuperscript{59} Further, activists have noted that LGBTI people in Uganda have been “treated as criminals” by society, despite the lack of enforcement of these laws.\textsuperscript{60}

In 2006, the Parliament in Uganda amended the Ugandan Constitution to proscribe that, “Marriage between persons of the same-sex is prohibited (not allowed).”\textsuperscript{61} Despite blatantly violating same-sex couples’ rights to freedom of association, this amendment ironically falls within the category “Fundamental and Other Human Rights and Freedoms.”\textsuperscript{62}

In 2009, the Parliament introduced what has come to be known as the “Anti-Homosexuality Bill,” Bill No. 18 [Bill].\textsuperscript{63} Leading up to the introduction of the Bill, the Ugandan government hosted a conference discussing the “need” and possibility of this new law.\textsuperscript{64} Mainly right-wing Christian evangelists from the United States led this conference.\textsuperscript{65} The American Family Association publicly stated its support of the Ugandan law, and further urged other countries to make similar laws because “homosexuality [is] contrary to public policy.”\textsuperscript{66} The Bill was introduced only after members of the public signed a petition after this conference urging the government to take action to further prohibit same-
President Museveni publicly expressed his support of the Bill.

President Museveni’s support is even stronger today. As part of the original Bill, any discussion, “promotion,” or aiding and abetting of a homosexual lifestyle was seen as a threat to “traditional family lifestyle” and thus must be quashed. Further, even acts that violate the Bill, but that are committed by a Ugandan while outside of Uganda could be prosecuted upon return to the country. The original Bill also included a section on “compensation to victims of homosexuality.” At one point the Bill contained language to indicate the punishment would be death.

Although the Bill appears to have undergone revisions, the current version has not yet been publicly released. However, at the end of 2013, the Parliament passed the Bill which is known to at least increase the punishment for same-sex acts. In its public announcement, the Ugandan Parliament stated that any person who violated any part of the Bill faced a “fourteen year jail term for one convicted for the offence of homosexuality; and imprisonment for life for the offence of aggravated homosexuality.”

In January 2014, President Museveni blocked Bill No. 18, not because it violates human rights of LGBTI persons, but rather because it was not passed by a quorum and thus was improperly passed. In the same announcement, President Museveni publicly stated his belief that gays and lesbians are “sick people who need help,” which indicates that he does support the purpose of the Bill – despite this minor legal setback. Conversely, only a week later, Museveni explained to the Parliament that

67. Id.
68. See Museveni’s comments in Karimi, infra note 76.
70. Bill No. 18, supra note 69, at ¶5.
71. Bill No. 18, supra note 69, at ¶5.
73. See supra notes 52-56, and accompanying text.
77. Id.
he had recently met with gay rights activists who told him that people were born gay which made him demand “conclusive scientific proof” that homosexuality is not genetic before he will sign the Bill.78 Yet, government doctors at the meeting asserted that, “homosexuality is a behavioral diversion from the social phenomenon which must be fought.”79 At that meeting the Parliament claimed that, per the Ugandan Constitution, they could not undo their passage of the Bill, and Museveni stated he would not approve the Bill without medical evidence.80 Within a week, the government scientists had produced a report evidencing that homosexuality is “socially acquired” and “curable.”81 However, the credibility of these “scientists” is highly doubted outside of Uganda.82

After reviewing findings from Ugandan scientists, in early February 2014 Museveni decided that he would sign the bill and enact it as soon as he received a written report from the Ugandan scientists.83 Museveni’s reasoning was, “since the medical authorities, the department of genetics of the Medical School from Makerere, say there is no proof yet that people are homosexual by genetics, I told those scientists to put it in writing and they are going to do so. Then I will sign the bill.”84 On February 24, 2014, on news media around the world, Museveni was seen signing the bill into law.85 At this signing, the President stated that “[t]his law was provoked by arrogant and careless Western-based [LGBTI rights] groups that are fond of coming into our schools to recruit

79. Sadab Kitatta Kaaya, supra note 78.
80. Id.
84. Id.
our young children” into becoming homosexuals, because it is not a “natural” state. 86

C. UGANDA’S LAWS IN THE FACE OF INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAWS

Human rights activists around the globe have fought against Bill No. 18 since it was first introduced in 2009. 87 In 2010, prior to passage of Bill No. 18 in Uganda, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, Navi Pillay, “urged the Ugandan government to shelve a ‘draconian’ draft bill . . . saying it would bring the country into a direct collision with established international human rights standards.” 88 After the Legislature passed the law, the United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights issued a public statement pleading that President Museveni not approve the Bill, stating that, “[t]he Government has a legal obligation to prevent discrimination and cannot withhold basic rights from certain individuals because the majority disapproves of them.” 89 As the United Nations has specified, this new law in Uganda violates numerous international human rights, including the right to privacy, family life, and freedom of association. 90 There were also protests by human rights activists in neighboring Kenya outside the Uganda High Commission Offices in an attempt to pressure Museveni to not pass the Bill. 91

After President Museveni publicly stated he would sign the bill into enactment, Human Rights Campaign stated, “[u]nless this bill is stopped from becoming law, lives will be destroyed, and countless people will be

86. Id.
punished for an immutable characteristic." The Human Rights Commissioner made a statement after Museveni’s announcement, proclaiming that “[h]uman rights are indivisible. All people have the right, anchored in law, to be protected from discrimination, persecution and violence irrespective of their sexual orientation and gender identity.” The organization “Human Rights First” also called on United States President Obama to condemn the law because of its violation of human rights protections. Once again, public international law and its advocates and enforcers have stated that the Ugandan law violates international law human rights protections. Yet, the government of Uganda ignores these international organizations and their pleadings that the country meets standards of international human rights law and thus, continues to violate the basic human rights of LGBTI persons.

III. RUSSIA

A. HISTORY

Under Stalin, Article 121 of the Criminal Code of 1933 stated, “sexual relations between men are punishable by prison terms of up to five years.” During his regime, it is believed that nearly 1,000 men were convicted of “criminal” behavior under this law. Some say that Stalin’s anti-gay laws were an attempt to build a better relationship with the Eastern Orthodox Church. However, this law, and its enforcement, continued under Stalin’s successor, Khrushchev. A public manual on sex warned against the “tricks” that homosexual persons use, and during that
period the K.G.B. ended the careers of many famous Russian artists and directors, who happened to be homosexual. In fact, the government even had a “gay list” which it used to seek out men they believed to be homosexual so that they could be prosecuted for violation of Article 121.

Soon after the Soviet Union was dismantled in 1991, homosexuality was decriminalized in Russia. However, that decision was believed to mainly be a reaction to pressure from the Council of Europe which Russia had recently joined. Reports of abuse or anti-homosexual sentiment were scarce until 2004. The United States Department of State’s Human Rights Report on Russia that year indicated that Russian society discriminated against male homosexuals; e.g., medical services and employment were denied to them, and they were often the target of “skinhead aggression,” from which the police refused them protection.

In 2009, the homosexual community experienced more aggressive forms of violence, including support from the Mayor of Moscow at the time, who deemed homosexuality “satanic,” and announced on television that “the morals of society” do not accept gay persons. The year 2010 marked the fifth consecutive year that the government banned the gay pride parade in Moscow. The following year the People’s Catholic Movement held an anti-gay rally demanding that the State prohibit “propaganda of sexual perversion.” This protest was permitted by the city council, yet they prohibited a gay rights rally the next week.
Starting in 2006, regions around the country began making “propaganda of homosexuality” illegal.107 Per the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation, “homosexual propaganda [is] ‘information that might be harmful for moral, spiritual, and physical development, including forming a distorted perception of traditional and non-traditional marital relationships of equal social value.’”108 Moscow once again forbade the gay pride parade,109 despite a 2010 ruling from the European Court of Human Rights, which stated that Moscow’s actions were a violation of freedom of assembly.110 As a result of the regional laws, Russia saw a significant increase in arrests of people exercising their right to free speech, as well as “an upsurge in homophobic vigilantism” which even led to deaths.111 The head of the Russian LGBTI Network described the state-specific laws as “legalizing violence against LGBTI people” because the perpetrators could justify their violent actions under the new propaganda laws.112

As early as 2009, international human rights organizations expressed their concern with the significant increase in acts of violence in Russia, based solely on the victims’ sexual orientation.113 A report on Russia by the United Nations Human Rights Commission expressly stated that they had found “systemic discrimination against individuals on the basis of their sexual orientation” in Russia, including actions by public officials,


109. Id. at 48. (DOS 2012).


111. Alec Luhn, Russian Anti-Gay Law Prompts Rise in Homophobic Violence, THE GUARDIAN (Sept. 1, 2013), http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/sep/01/russia-rise-homophobic-violence. See also Steve Gutterman, Gay Man Killed in Russia’s Second Suspected Hate Crime in Weeks, REUTERS (June 3, 2013), http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/06/03/us-russia-killing-gay-idUSBRE95209Z20130603. The police publicly stated that a man was stabbed and trampled to death because he was gay and the men who killed him wanted to stop his propaganda. This was the second reported homophobic murder in less than a month. See also Associated Press, 2 arrested for brutal homophobic killing in Russia, CBS NEWS (May 13, 2013), http://www.chsnews.com/news/2-arrested-for-brutal-homophobic-killing-in-russia/. In this case, the victim suffered “severe injuries” to his genitals.

112. Id. (Luhn).
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religious leaders, and the media. These acts of violence and discrimination were happening in Russia due to lack of legislation to protect the rights of LGBTI persons and existed even before the passage of the new anti-propaganda laws.

Russia’s anti-gay propaganda movement was led in part by the Russian Orthodox Church which vehemently opposed equal protection under the law for people identified as homosexual. In fact, Kirill, the Primate of the Russian Orthodox Church, stated that Western countries allowing same-sex marriages is an “apocalyptic symptom” and “harbinger of impending of doom.” The Russian Orthodox faith has long been central to the average Russian’s identity. Even under the allegedly anti-religious communist era, government leaders used religious icons to propound their ideology and even dubbed “the creed of Marx, Engels, and Lenin as the Socialist Holy Trinity.” Today, 90% of Russians identify as Orthodox, and the religion remains a strong part of Russian identity and life. Russian President Putin has been strengthening his alliance with the Russian Orthodox Church, in support of these anti-gay sentiments, and to further his anti-homosexual propaganda legislation.

B. CURRENT LAWS

Regional laws throughout Russia, enacted beginning in 2011, against “propaganda of homosexuality” led to the federal government’s law currently in effect nationwide. In January 2013, the federal bill passed

114. Id. at ¶ 27.
115. Id.
116. This legislation is discussed below, infra notes 125-144, and accompanying text.
117. See e.g., Jamie Manson, The Orthodox Church’s role in Russia’s anti-gay laws, NATIONAL CATHOLIC REPORTER (Aug. 14, 2013), http://ncronline.org/blogs/grace-margins/orthodox-church-s-role-russia-s-anti-gay-laws.
118. The Primate of the Russian Orthodox Church is the head of the Church, and acts as an advisor to the government. For more information see Official site of the Russian Orthodox Church, http://www.patriarchia.ru/ (available only in Russian). See also Amy Liedy, “The Orthodox Church and Russian Politics”, Kennan Institute, WILSON CENTER, available at http://www.wilsoncenter.org/publication/the-orthodox-church-and-russian-politics (last visited Apr. 12, 2014).
119. Id.
121. Id.
122. Id.
123. Manson, supra note 117. This legislation is discussed below, infra notes 125-144, and accompanying text.
its first Duma vote and criminalized any discussion of homosexuality as “propaganda” which needed to be eliminated.125 After further revisions, the modified bill was passed a second and then a third time by the Duma on the same day, June 26, 2013.126 This bill was signed by the President on June 29, 2013127 and is now Article 6.21 of the Code of the Russian Federation on Administrative Offenses.128

Specifically, Article 6.21 “allows the government to fine individuals accused of the propaganda of nontraditional sexual relations amongst minors.”129 Further, it prohibits “the act of distributing information among minors that 1) is aimed at the creating of nontraditional sexual attitudes, 2) makes nontraditional sexual relations attractive, 3) equates the social value of traditional and nontraditional sexual relations, or 4) creates an interest in nontraditional sexual relations.”130 However, the law leaves the definitions of “propaganda” and “nontraditional sexual relations” up to interpretation by the police and courts which creates great room for abuse of power.131 As for punishment, Russians are apt to incur large fines, and non-citizens face deportation.132

The law itself does not specifically state that “homosexual” or “gay,” activists around the world have criticized Russia for this law, calling it “blatantly discriminatory”133 and “absolutely shameful.”134 But, Amnesty International has stated that this new law is an “affront to human rights,” because it further stigmatizes LGBTI persons from Russian society, and denies young people the right to accurate and safe sex education.135

126. HUMAN RIGHTS FIRST, supra note 124, at 10.
127. Id.
129. Id.
130. Id.
131. HUMAN RIGHTS FIRST, supra note 124, at 10.
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2014

ARTICLE 19, a London-based human rights organization, stated that the law “violates the rights of all people to free expression, and discriminates against lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender [LGBTI] people.”

In June 2013, when a group attempted to protest in Moscow on the day the new law was passed, they were attacked by a group of Russian Orthodox members chanting religious hymns. Further, once the police had dispersed the two groups, only the anti-propaganda group was held for questioning and detention. Under the anti-propaganda laws, people had also been arrested for simply holding a rainbow flag.

In addition to Article 6.21, the Russian government considered an amendment to the Family Code of the Russia Federation, Draft Law No. 338749-6, which would give authorities the ability to take custody of children if one or both of their parents were gay. By the fall of 2013, this draft law had been withdrawn, yet the government stated that it was still “interested in passing the bill,” pending a re-writing with more clear and explicit language.

Notwithstanding the violence, this new nationwide ban on “propaganda” has caused against LGBTI persons, the head of the Russian Orthodox Church has called for complete criminalization of homosexual activity. To explain his stance, the cleric explained that it was a call from the public because “the most widespread position [regarding LGBTI persons] was to treat such relations as a crime.” Further, according to the Russian Orthodox Church, the anti-propaganda law is not enough to combat the threats homosexuals pose to Russian society. Once again,

---


137. Manson, supra note 117.

138. Russian anti-gay bill passes, protesters detained, supra note 125.


143. Id.

the Church is playing a large role in the proposal and encouragement of laws aimed at violating the rights of LGBTI persons in Russia.

In early 2014 – in the midst of the Olympics being held in Sochi, Russia – Russian Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev signed a decree which forbids same-sex couples and even single people from those countries which allow same-sex marriage, to adopt any children from Russia.\textsuperscript{145} The decree was published publicly a few days after the Prime Minister signed it, and is now in effect.\textsuperscript{146}

C. RUSSIA’S LAWS IN THE FACE OF INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW

Going back to 2010, the United Nations Human Rights Committee [HRC] addressed violations of LGBTI persons’ rights under the ICCPR\textsuperscript{147} by Russia in the case of \textit{Fedotova v. Russia}.\textsuperscript{148} The HRC determined that the regional law against “homosexual propaganda” breached the protections provided by the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights on the grounds of freedom of expression and freedom from discrimination.\textsuperscript{149} Fedotova, a Russian national, was an openly lesbian woman and activist for LGBTI rights in Russia.\textsuperscript{150} In 2009, Fedotova displayed a poster professing that she was “proud of her sexuality”\textsuperscript{151} which the police quickly took down and then arrested her for violation of the region’s anti-propaganda law.\textsuperscript{152} She appealed the decision through all levels of courts in Russia, and then filed with the HRC.\textsuperscript{153} In its 2010 decision and report, the HRC stated that, “[t]he State party is also under an obligation to prevent similar violations in the future and should ensure that the relevant provisions of the domestic law are made compatible with articles 19 and 26 of the Covenant [ICCPR]” because Russia subjected itself to the jurisdiction of the HRC to make a decision on the matter and had acceded to the ICCPR.\textsuperscript{154} Despite the HRC ruling that the anti-propaganda law violates international law, namely the ICCPR, the Russian federal government went forward and
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enacted Article 6.21 – in clear violation of its rights to Russian LGBTI citizens.

The following year, in 2011, Russia voted against a United Nations resolution that would request the Human Rights Council [HRC] to conduct a study of discriminatory laws already existing in Russia, including acts of violence against people based on their sexual orientation.\textsuperscript{155} This is another example of Russia’s refusal to recognize the human rights violations going on in its own country, persuaded instead by the push of the powerful Russian Orthodox Church and continuing down the path of anti-homosexual laws. Russia continues to proclaim that it is not discriminating against LGBTI persons, but merely protecting “traditional values” which most critics worldwide find implausible.\textsuperscript{156}

Regarding the newly enacted federal anti-propaganda law, Article 6.21, Human Rights First has called on Russia to clarify those terms used in the law that are ambiguous and misleading\textsuperscript{157} and has urged other nations to step in and protest Russia’s anti-propaganda law.\textsuperscript{158} The Human Rights Council has urged Russia to repeal the law and to introduce legislation that prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation;\textsuperscript{159} Russia quickly rejected both of these proposals.\textsuperscript{160} And yet, the world remains silent; in fact no nation, let alone any international organization, has taken any clear steps regarding this Russian law which blatantly violates LGBTI persons’ right to freedom of speech and association. It was unclear what steps should be taken, and in the light of the Olympics being held in Sochi, Russia in 2014,\textsuperscript{161} it was unlikely that any State or organization would take any action, such as an embargo against Russia.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{156} See Poll Reveals Widespread Intolerance for Gays in Russia, RIA NOVOSTI (Russia) (Feb. 15, 2014), http://en.ria.ru/russia/20140215/187539107/Poll-Reveals-Widespread-Intolerance-for-Gays-in-Russia.html.
\item \textsuperscript{157} See supra note 131, and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{158} HUMAN RIGHTS FIRST, supra note 124, at 12.
\item \textsuperscript{160} Id.
\end{itemize}
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IV. NIGERIA

A. HISTORY

Homosexual acts are entirely illegal in Nigeria.162 The history of this law precedes the current legal system, going back to colonial times, but was not codified until 1990.163 Nigeria’s Criminal Code Act Chapter 77 includes a section titled “Offenses against Morality.”164 Section 214 of this Chapter states, “Any person who - (1) has carnal knowledge of any person against the order of nature; or (2) has carnal knowledge of an animal; or (3) permits a male person to have carnal knowledge of him or her against the order of nature; is guilty of a felony, and is liable to imprisonment for fourteen years.”165 Section 217 describes “Indecent practices between males,”166 and criminalizes “any act of gross indecency” between males done in public or private with three years’ imprisonment.167 Further, many of the northern states in Nigeria, with mostly Muslim populations, have adopted Shari’a law. The penalty in many of these regions for same-sex acts between women is whipping and/or imprisonment; for same-sex acts between men, the penalty is death.168 Judges in those regions consider themselves “lenient” when they do not impose death by stoning and only whip someone who is convicted under Shari’a law.169 Yet prior to the national law, persecution and conviction under the regional laws was not frequent.170 Many scholars equate this long-standing history of the criminalization of homosexuality to religious leaders, both Muslim and Catholic.171

162. ILGA 2012, supra note 37, at 12.
164. Nigeria Criminal Code, supra note 164, at Ch. 21.
165. ILGA 2012, supra note 37, at 33; Nigeria Criminal Code, supra note 164, at § 214.
167. ILGA 2012, supra note 37, at 33.
170. Id.
171. See e.g., ILGA 2012, supra note 37, at 23.
B. CURRENT LAW

A proposed bill entitled “Same Sex Marriage (Prohibition) Act” was first introduced into the Nigerian Legislature in 2006 [Act]. The Act received its first approval by the House of Representatives in 2009. The Act went through several revisions, and was reintroduced again in 2011, when it passed the Senate; it was then approved by the House in 2013. As the final step in the process, the Act then awaited approval by the President. Approval by President Goodluck Jonathan came in January 2014.

The Act contains eight sections. Same-sex marriage and civil unions were made illegal, with a punishment of fourteen years in prison. Any person who oversees a same-sex union in the name of any place of worship, church or mosque, faces ten years imprisonment. Section Three specifically states that only marriage between a man and a woman will be recognized by law in Nigeria. Section 4 limits freedom of association, by forbidding the registration or meeting of gay organizations, as well as any “public show of same sex amorous relationship.” President Jonathan’s spokesperson explained his support of the Act by saying that the law is “in line with the people’s cultural and religious inclination.” It is of note that the Nigerian National Agency

172. ILGA 2012, supra note 37, at 34 (citing Kees Waaldijk, Legal recognition of homosexual orientation in the countries of the world (The Williams Institute, 2009), available at http://hdl.handle.net/1887/14543.)
173. Id.
174. Same Sex Marriage (Prohibition) Act (2013) (Nigeria). A final version of the Bill adopted by the Nigerian Senate available at http://www.equalrightstrust.org/eridocumentbank/Same%20Sex%20Marriage%20(Prohibition)%20Bill.pdf. This is the last version of the Bill that was published publicly, and it is assumed this is the same version the President adopted.
177. Nigeria’s President signs anti-gay law, DEUTSCHE WELLE (Jan. 13, 2014), http://dw.de/p/1Apwv; Same Sex Marriage (Prohibition) Act, supra note 174, § 5(1).
178. Same Sex Marriage (Prohibition) Act, supra note 174, §§ 2, 5(3); see also Aborisade, supra note 176.
179. Same Sex Marriage (Prohibition) Act, supra note 174, § 3.
180. Same Sex Marriage (Prohibition) Act, supra note 174, § 4.
181. The Conservative LBGT Group, Nigeria’s Same Sex Marriage Prohibition Law, LGBTIory (Jan. 14, 2014), http://www.LGBTIory.co.uk/news/nigeria%E2%80%99s-same-sex-marriage-prohibition-law. Some political commentators also note that Jonathan’s support of anti-homosexual laws such as those in the Muslim regions of Nigeria, where he has historically been unpopular, timely comes just as he faces a potential loss in those areas in an upcoming election. Editorial Board, Nigeria’s anti-gay law demands a response from the West, WASHINGTON POST.
for the Control of AIDS made a public statement that the Act does not contain language that will restrict access to medical services; yet the person seeking medical attention cannot mention that they are not heterosexual.\textsuperscript{182}

President Jonathan’s approval immediately met harsh criticism from governments and human rights organizations around the world. United States Secretary of State John Kerry avowed that the U.S. “is deeply concerned” by the Act because it “dangerously restricts freedom of assembly, association, and expression” of all Nigerian citizens.\textsuperscript{183} Further, Kerry stated that the Act is “inconsistent with Nigeria’s international legal obligations” and he requested that Nigeria uphold the basic human rights of its citizens.\textsuperscript{184} Amnesty International made a public request that Nigeria “halt [the] homophobic witch hunt” furthered by the Act.\textsuperscript{185} There have even been reports that the United Nations AIDS taskforce will sue Nigeria over these continued human rights abuses.\textsuperscript{186}

Within days there were arrests and torture throughout Nigeria in the name of “enforcing” the new Act.\textsuperscript{187} Human rights activists explained that the “roundups” had begun even before the passing of the Act, and that they fear for the safety of all Nigerians.\textsuperscript{188} Much of this persecution and torture has been led by Nigerian religious leaders.\textsuperscript{189} Reverend Musa (Feb. 10, 2014), http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/nigerias-anti-gay-law-demands-a-response-from-the-west/2014/02/10/23b19570-9276-11e3-b227-12a45d109e03_story.html.
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Asake, general secretary of the Christian Association of Nigeria, explained that this was the “right thing” because now Nigeria does not “have to drift into a situation where we don’t have moral values.”

Nigeria’s Catholic bishops issued a statement in support of the Act soon after the President’s approval. Chairman of the Bauchi state Shari’a Commission publicly stated, “We are on the hunt for others [LGBTI persons].” Before the Act passed, Islamic courts already vehemently prosecuted gay people in the Islamic states, and efforts have only increased following support of the national Act. Human rights activists explain that the beliefs of religious leaders are the key to changing public opinion of homosexuality, but that their current public voice is strictly anti-homosexual.

C. NIGERIA’S LAWS IN THE FACE OF INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW

As early as 2009, Amnesty International strongly opposed the Act. Amnesty stated that the Act “would violate the rights to freedom from discrimination, freedom of private and family life, freedom of religion or belief, and freedom of association, guaranteed in the Nigerian constitution and by human rights treaties.” While President Jonathan was considering approval of the Act, Amnesty renewed its plea that the President refuse to approve the Bill. The organization explained, “it would make Nigeria one of the least tolerant societies in the world and have catastrophic consequences for the country’s LGBTI community and human rights organisations.” The human rights organization Equal Rights Trust also wrote to the President pleading with him to reject the Bill, stating that “these provisions represent a clear violation of the rights to be free from degrading treatment, as well as to freedom of expression,

190. Id.
192. Faul, supra note 188.
195. Id.
196. Id.
197. Id.
assembly and association, as protected by international treaties. Moreover, Equal Rights Trust explained that, "The Act violates the right to non-discrimination, as provided by Articles 2(1) and 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights." The Community of Democracies, an international NGO, has warned Nigeria that it will not be allowed to take a leadership position on the board next year due to the enactment of the new law, which it sees as Nigeria reneging on its human rights obligations and shows a lack of dedication to a democratic state. Despite these pleas from international human rights organization and clear violations of international human rights law, Nigeria’s President Jonathan signed the Act and the law is now in effect in Nigeria.

After the Act passed in 2014, despite the reactions from the United States and Amnesty International discussed earlier, the United Nations Secretary General himself spoke out against Nigeria’s Same Sex Marriage (Prohibition) Act. In his public statement, Secretary General Ban Ki-moon stated:

The Secretary-General shares the deep concern expressed yesterday by the High Commissioner for Human Rights, Navi Pillay, following the recent signing into law of the Same-Sex Marriage (Prohibition) Act in Nigeria. The law introduces a wide range of offences, in breach of fundamental human rights. The Secretary-General fears that the law may fuel prejudice and violence, and notes with alarm reports that police in northern Nigeria have arrested individuals believed by the authorities to be homosexuals, and may even have tortured them. The Secretary-General reiterates that everyone is entitled to enjoy the same basic rights and live a life of worth and dignity without discrimination. This fundamental principle is embedded in the United Nations Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

199. Id.
201. See supra note 183, and accompanying text.
202. See supra note 185, and accompanying text.
Just as in the case of Uganda, despite pleadings from international human rights organizations, Nigeria continues to enact laws and take actions which are in flagrant violation of international human rights standards.

V. SUMMARY: THE FUTURE OF RELIGION AND HUMAN RIGHTS LAW

In a recent poll by Univision, 30% of Catholics worldwide stated that they support same-sex marriage; while 99% of Catholics in Africa oppose same-sex marriage.204 On a more local level, a 2013 Pew Center Report determined that in all three of the countries in this article, the vast majority of the population polled believes that homosexuality should not be accepted by society, let alone legalized as it has been in many countries in recent years.205 The report showed that 96% of the surveyed population in Uganda, 74% in Russia, and 98% in Nigeria shared this opinion.206 Further, the Pew Report explained that there is significantly less tolerance for homosexuality in more religious countries, especially in Muslim countries and throughout Africa.207 These statistics show that many strong religious believers still fear homosexuality. This fear has led their countries to criminalize homosexual acts in an attempt at protecting traditional religious values.

Although there have been no recent polls in either Uganda, Russia or Nigeria specifically to determine citizens’ views about those LGBTI individuals who exist in their societies, the enactment the past year of the laws previously cited criminalizing even discussion of homosexuality, demonstrates the current views of each country. In countries with strong religious backgrounds, and where the Legislature and President all


207. Id. at 3-4.
support these new laws, the question remains: can religion be reconciled with the protection of the human rights of LGBTI persons worldwide?

In Uganda, 86.7% of the population is Christian, 11.5% is Muslim and the remainder is mixed between Hindu, Judaism and other Folk religions.\(^\text{208}\) In Nigeria, 49.3% of the population is Christian, 48.8% is Muslim, 1.4% is Folk Religions, and the remainder is mixed between Judaism, Hindu and unaffiliated.\(^\text{209}\) In Russia, 73.3% is Christian, 10% is Muslim, 16.2% is unaffiliated, 2% is Jewish, and the small remainder is mixed among Hindus, Buddhists and others.\(^\text{210}\) These numbers show the importance and place of religion in each society. Nonetheless, the recent Univision Poll also demonstrates that not all individuals worldwide who deem themselves to be religious are unsupportive of LGBTI persons and their basic human rights.\(^\text{211}\)

In fact, religion is not necessarily mutually exclusive concerning acceptance of LGBTI persons and protection of their human rights. For example, the largest Muslim organization in the United States, the Islamic Society of North America [ISNA], publicly stated its support of a bill in the U.S. to stop discrimination based on sexual orientation.\(^\text{212}\) The Director of the Human Rights Campaign’s Religion and Faith Program stated, “LGBTI Muslims both in the U.S. and abroad need to hear from organizations like ISNA that their experiences as Muslims are recognized in the spirit of Islam’s emphasis on compassion and respect for all humanity.”\(^\text{213}\) In addition, Nigerian-born LGBTI activist, minister, and Christian counselor in the United States, Dr. Rizi Timane, appealed to Nigeria that they respect international human rights.\(^\text{214}\) He even called on U.S. President Obama to “to intervene in this breach of human and civil rights.”\(^\text{215}\)
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In the United Kingdom, however, soon after voting in favor of a bill to legalize gay marriage, Muslim members of Parliament (MPs) received death threats from citizens, clerics, and Muslim extremists.216 A poll on same-sex marriage conducted after the bill was passed in Britain, found that over half of all Anglican and Catholics in the U.K. are in favor of allowing same-sex marriage.217 From the polls in the U.S. and U.K., along with the actions of the British Muslim MPs and ISNA in the U.S., it is clear that not all religious people are unaccepting of LGBTI persons or aim to refuse protection of LGBTI peoples’ human rights.

Even within Uganda, the leader of the largest LGBTI rights organization, Sexual Minorities Uganda,218 is a devout Roman Catholic.219 That leader, Frank Mugisha, has been in a same sex relationship for the past seven years; nevertheless, he is now afraid to return to his home country for fear of being persecuted.220 Further, not all religious institutions see homosexuality the way that Uganda, Russia and Nigeria do. The former Archbishop of South Africa, Desmond Tutu, opposed Museveni’s scientific reasoning221 stating, “[t]here is no scientific justification for prejudice and discrimination, ever. And nor is there any moral justification.”222 Tutu likened Uganda’s current laws and Museveni’s role to Nazi Germany and the actions of Hitler because of the gross violations of human rights that will ensue.223
Perhaps the legal issues need to be addressed from an anthropological standpoint. What is innate in these societies that is so predisposing them to homophobia that they violate international human rights laws to assuage that fear? Mr. Mugisha explains that the current anti-homosexual views in his country are “totally not Ugandan.” He also emphasizes that it was not until after a United States evangelical pastor, Scott Lively, led a conference to Uganda in 2009 that there was any significant anti-homosexual sentiment in that country. Not only was Mr. Lively involved with the passage of the law in Uganda, but he also toured Russia in 2006, and publicly demanded that Russia “criminalise the public advocacy of homosexuality.”

Significantly, much support of anti-LGBTI legislation, both in Russia and Uganda, originated in the West and was touted particularly by evangelical parties in the United States. In early 2014, after Museveni enacted the law in Uganda, Scott Lively and other rightwing anti-gay activists founded a new group called Coalition for Family Values, which will “spread Russian-style anti-gay legislation throughout the world.” The belief of Lively and those who similarly oppose homosexuality, is that homosexuality is “abnormal, wrong, harmful and perverse” and a “personality disorder.” Lively’s tactics are based in conservative religious views and have created a strong following worldwide. Opponents of homosexual rights also believe that protection of rights such as marriage will destroy family and religious values. However, it
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must be noted that most supporters of gay rights do not advocate for
churches to conduct the marriage of same-sex couples; instead they seek
only to have the legal right to be married and maintain respect and
reverence for the opponent’s religious beliefs.232 These supporters also
point out that religious freedom, in the United States in any case, protects
the rights to all people in their beliefs or non-beliefs – and that those
rights should not be infringed upon.233 There is an immense difference
between not wanting someone to be in your religious group, and taking
actions against them to criminalize that person’s beliefs and behavior
when those are different from your own.

Within Uganda, Mr. Mugisha is fighting to change the long-existing
notion in the country that homosexuality is an import from the West and
something not innately African.234 Until there is substantial, publically
expressed support for a more liberal view – more in line with
international human rights standards – it will be hard to change
perceptions.

Similarly, a native Nigerian, Dr. Rizi Timane, publicly issued a very
moving and honest statement following the enactment of the Nigerian
law which stated, “I hate to say it, but my homeland is not a safe place
for any member of the LGBTI community. It has not been for a long
time . . . The issue now, however, is that this inhuman treatment has been
written into law.”235 Dr. Timane also points out that, while many of those
in support of the law are strictly Christian and claim that homosexuality
violates the Bible, they have no problem with adultery.236 Further, a few
years ago Nigeria passed a law allowing Nigerian men to marry underage

232. See McCombs, supra note 231.
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girls – yet that received no comment or protest from these supposedly religious folks.237

One scholar points out that the anti-homosexual sentiment and criminalization of homosexuality in African actual stems from the colonial period.238 It is important to note that it is the anti-homosexual attitude, not the creation of homosexuality in Africa, which scholars believe was brought there by the West.239 Evidence of homosexuality in Africa dates back centuries240 – it is the fear that is relatively recent.241 Dr. Timane specifically equates part of the anti-homosexual sentiment in Nigeria to the colonial era, with many Nigerians claiming that homosexuality was brought to Africa from the West.242 Yet the colonial powers which brought those laws to Africa now have de-criminalized homosexuality and, in fact, many allow same-sex marriage, no longer falling back on religious reasons for such fear.243 Moreover, homosexuality has existed since prehistoric times – even in Africa.244 So the question remains: why do the laws and fear remain in Africa or how can those attitudes be changed?

As for Russia, the anti-homosexual attitudes existed centuries ago and while persecution lessened for a period, the sentiment has come roaring back strongly. Russian pundits wonder why “modern-day Europe has been so easily giving up its Christian roots?”245 These commentators also claim that the support is not real, and is mainly politically motivated; and sparked by anti-Christian movements currently spreading in Europe.246 Russian experts are “certain” that same-sex marriage and acceptance “has no future” and that Europe “will return to its originally Christian roots and traditional values.”247 This type of public commentary partially explains the current attitudes in Russia: they believe that the human rights of LGBTI persons, protected by the United Nations and
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international law, are simply a phase which will pass when people return to "traditional" ways. One scholar of Russian Studies explains that many Russians conflate pedophilia and rape with homosexuality.\textsuperscript{248} Multiple times, church leaders in Russia have made this connection\textsuperscript{249} which only perpetuates the public's misconception. Perhaps this is how the Russians justify the gross violations of these human rights. The strength and power of the government historically in Russia is perhaps another reason for the strong support there: under the Russian Empire a person could be killed for disobeying the government, or worse the Church,\textsuperscript{250} and that fear likely still exists today.

Once again, we turn once again to the basic question: how might we help to overcome existing fears and homophobia in these countries and discourage them from violating international human rights laws? One suggestion has been that Western countries could voice their disapproval of domestic laws that ignore international humanitarian law by limiting current financial aid and other support to those nations that violate the international law.\textsuperscript{251} It is unclear, however, whether a limiting or even a complete withholding of aid would do enough to overcome pre-existing social fears and traditional ties to religion, which appear to be the base of the homophobic laws in Uganda, Russia, and Nigeria. Not until there is an equable discussion between both sides – the religious radicals who claim homosexuality is a sin and those who tie their view on the matter to international human rights law – can there be a change. Only by each accepting the other and attempting to reconcile the views of both sides can religion truly co-exist with the protection of international human rights of LGBTI persons around the world.

\textsuperscript{248.} See Pappas, \textit{supra} note 97.
\textsuperscript{249.} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{250.} \textit{See} \textit{BARON VON HAXTHAUSEN, THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE: ITS PEOPLE, INSTITUTIONS AND RESOURCES} 293 (Routledge, 1968). “A mere suspicion of treachery . . . was punished with torture and death.”